
 

 

 

AGC Supplies “XCVT M” Glass Substrate for LGPs that Enable Extra-thin LCD TVs 
―XCVTM replaces plastic LGPs in TVs measuring just 5mm thin―  

 
   Asahi Glass Co., Ltd. 

 
Tokyo, JAPAN July 14, 2015 –AGC, a world -lead ing supplier o f g lass, chemicals, ceramics and other high -tech 
materials and components, announced today that it is supplying manufacturers with a superior g lass substrate 
for light gu ide p late (LGP), named  XCVTM (pronounced “ex-ive”), that helps reduce the thickness of LCD TVs  
and displays to about 5mm. XCVTM, which offers high t ransmittance and extended flexib ility fo r design ing, has 
already been adopted fo r stylish, next-generation TVs  and displays marketed by several manufacturers. 

 
Compared  to  conventional LGPs made from acry lic resin, 
AGC’s new XCVTM g lass substrate offers more than  20 t imes 
greater stiffness and a coefficient of thermal expansion 
reduced by a factor of eight. A lso, the bezel, or grooved area 
used to hold the screen in  place, can be made narrower 
because XCVTM is h ighly resistant to thermal expansion, 
enabling  more stylish product designs. In  addit ion, XCVTM 
does not require structural components needed to support 
plastic LGPs, so it helps to reduce d isplay weight.  
 

AGC, by adopting its proprietary ext ra-efficient float process developed for the production of large g lass 
substrate, is prepared to mass-produce and quickly deliver XCVTM to meet strong demands from TV and 
display manufacturers.  
 
LGPs use the edge-lit  method to  transmit  and d iffuse light from LEDs placed  at the screen’s edges, resulting  in  
improved backlighting o f the screen. Whereas existing g lass materials are not suited to LGPs due to their low 
transmittance, XCVTM is a  h ighly suitab le LGP material because it offers the necessary high trans mittance to 
assure ext ra-bright d isplays. 
 
“AGC developed its new XCVTM g lass substrate to replace conventional p lastic LGPs by apply ing the 
company’s century of excellence in manufacturing diverse glass products. XCVTM is a  h ighly advanced g lass 
substrate that enables large, bright TV displays to be produced with  5mm thinness,” said Tadashi “Bruce” 
Murano, General Manager o f AGC’s Applied Glass Materials General Divis ion. 
 
Going  fo rward, AGC will continue to d rive p rogress in  the TV and  display  market  by  enhancing the propert ies 
and performance of XCVTM to  satisfy the evolv ing demands of manufacturers to produce larger, brighter and 
thinner TVs  and displays for consumers. 

 
◎Inquiries concerning this release:  
         

Asahi Glass, Corporate Communications & Investor Relat ions  
         General Manager: Jun ichi Kobayashi 

Persons in Charge: Jun Karasuyama         

TEL: 03-3218-5603  Email: milan.info@agc.com                AGC is a sponsor of the EXPO Milano Japan Pavilion. 
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